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Capacity to support predators scales with habitat size
Angus R. McIntosh1*, Peter A. McHugh1†, Michael J. Plank2, Phillip G. Jellyman1‡,
Helen J. Warburton1, Hamish S. Greig1§
Habitat reduction could drive biodiversity loss if the capacity of food webs to support predators is undermined by
habitat-size constraints on predator body size. Assuming that (i) available space restricts predator body size, (ii) massspecific energy needs of predators scale with their body size, and (iii) energy availability scales with prey biomass, we
predicted that predator biomass per unit area would scale with habitat size (quarter-power exponent) and prey
biomass (three-quarter–power exponent). We found that total predator biomass scaled with habitat size and prey
resources as expected across 29 New Zealand rivers, such that a unit of habitat in a small ecosystem supported less
predator biomass than an equivalent unit in a large ecosystem. The lower energetic costs of large body size likely mean
that a unit of prey resource supports more biomass of large-bodied predators compared to small-bodied predators.
Thus, contracting habitat size reduces the predator mass that can be supported because of constraints on predator
body size, and this may be a powerful mechanism exacerbating reductions in biodiversity due to habitat loss.

Habitat reduction is a key cause of biodiversity loss, but managing risks
posed by ongoing habitat contraction and fragmentation is hindered by
limited understanding of the effects on food webs (1, 2). Habitat size has
many important influences (3, 4), but knowledge of the mechanistic drivers linking habitat size with characteristics of trophic structure, such as
the capacity to support predators, is still surprisingly limited (1, 5).
The influence of habitat size on trophic structure via constraints on
the body size of predators could be critically important in managing
problems associated with contracting habitat size—the sizes of habitats
required to support predator populations—and in understanding key
features of the trophic structure of food webs. Many biological attributes
scale with body size (6), but the dependence of both foraging area requirements and mass-specific metabolic rates on body size likely creates
a habitat-size dependence, which is fundamentally important for the
trophic structure of food webs. Body size is closely connected to habitat
size because larger organisms usually require more space (7, 8). For example, home-range size typically has a power-scaling relationship with
body size (9, 10). Moreover, because top predators tend to be among the
largest organisms present, particularly in aquatic ecosystems (11), habitat size likely constrains the individual mass of organisms at higher
trophic levels.
The capacity of food webs to support predators, as highlighted by
Elton (12), also depends on the availability of energy at lower trophic
levels and the loss of energy through metabolic processes (7, 11, 13).
This connection between metabolism and trophic efficiency provides
the second important link between habitat size and the body size of predators. Because metabolic rates generally have three-quarter–power
scaling with body size (14), habitat size–related influences on predator
body size will affect the metabolism and trophic efficiency of organisms
at the top of food webs. Essentially, larger predators, because of the
three-quarter–power scaling of metabolism with body size, are likely
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to be more efficient in their mass-specific use of energy compared to
smaller predators.
On the basis of this dual dependence of both foraging area requirements and mass-specific metabolic rates on body size and using scaling
relationships between prey biomass and productivity (15), we develop a
simple theory predicting the shape of the relationship between habitat
size and the capacity of an ecosystem to support predator biomass.
Combining scaling of metabolic processes with body size, scaling of
body size with habitat size, and scaling of prey productivity with prey
biomass (described in the “Theoretical predictions” section), we predict
that the total predator biomass per unit area should have a powerscaling relationship with habitat size with an exponent of 0.25 and a
power-scaling relationship with prey biomass with an exponent of
0.75. We assessed empirical evidence for the predictions from the theory
using measurements of prey biomass and predator biomass from 29 relatively unmodified grassland rivers in New Zealand spanning three
orders of magnitude in habitat size.

RESULTS

Theoretical predictions
Our predictions are based on the general allometric scaling relationships, which have emerged from the metabolic theory of ecology (14),
combined with the trophic control of food webs popularized by Elton
(11) and recently expanded by Hatton et al. (15). Initially, we focus on
the predator trophic level and connect the scaling relationships of body
size with both habitat size and individual metabolism. The first of these
connections is based on the inverse of the usual metabolic theory prediction of home-range allometry (that is, where body size is regarded as
the dependent, not the independent, variable). Thus, body size of predators (M) is expected to scale with habitat size (H) according to an
exponent b = 1
M ¼ a1 H 1

ð1Þ

2
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where M is individual mass, H is habitat size, and a1 is a constant of
proportionality. This relationship is well supported across many types
of organisms (9, 10, 14), including those that live in rivers (16, 17).
Second, whole-organism metabolism scales with individual mass with
a power exponent of three-quarters (14). This leads to the within-trophic
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level (that is, for predators) expected scaling between individual biomass
(M) and abundance per unit area of habitat (N) (14)
N ¼ a2 M 0:75

ð2Þ

The total standing biomass per unit area (B) is related to the abundance per unit area (N) and mean body mass (M) via
B ¼ MN

ð3Þ

A habitat size–based expectation for predator biomass per unit area
(Bpred) is derived by substitution from the above and ignoring organismspecific constants. Thus, we get
Bpred ¼ ða1 HÞa2 ða1 HÞ0:75 ¼ cH 0:25

ð4Þ

Bpred ¼ c0 H 0:25 Bprey0:75

ð5Þ

This predicts that predator biomass per unit area should have quarterand three-quarter–power scaling relationships with habitat size and
prey biomass, respectively. This relationship should have far-reaching
consequences because it links both habitat size and prey availability with
trophic structure.

DISCUSSION

Empirical results
We measured predators, including their body size and standing stock
biomass, and the standing stock biomass of primary consumers in rivers
spanning three orders of magnitude in habitat size measured by discharge. The size of predators was positively related to habitat size in
our study rivers, having a power-scaling relationship very close to that
expected in Eq. 1 {individual fish mass accounting for 50% of the
cumulative biomass “P50” [in grams of dry mass (DM)] = 46.26H1.04,
R2 = 0.50, F1,22 = 22.32, P < 0.001; 95% confidence interval (CI) for
scaling exponent, 0.58 to 1.50; Fig. 1A}. In situations where downstream
dispersal barriers (for example, waterfalls) prevented fish access and top
predators were invertebrates, predator sizes were substantially smaller
than those of fish (Fig. 1A). Available prey biomass was not related to
P50 (R2 = 0.08, F1,25 = 2.07, P = 0.16; Fig. 1B).
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Habitat loss and fragmentation are some of the most pervasive causes of
biodiversity loss especially among top predators (18, 19), thereby also
compromising important ecosystem functions (2). The theory and empirical patterns that we describe, relating the size of habitats to their capacity to support predator biomass, provide important insights into the
processes underlying these issues because they connect habitat size with
trophic structure and add to our understanding of why habitat loss is
such a pernicious cause of biodiversity loss. Given concordance between
theory and observation in our study streams, the scaling of predator
biomass with habitat size is likely to be a product of the laws of energy
transformation embodied within metabolic scaling theory combined
with the spatial constraints of habitat size on the body size of predators.
Because larger organisms have, on average, slower metabolic rates (14),
a unit of prey biomass can support a greater biomass of large-bodied
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where c = a10.25 a2. These predictions only relate to the trophic level
whose body size we expect to be limited by the habitat size, that is, predators. Yet, the collective biomass of predators in a habitat is also limited
by the availability of energy at lower trophic levels, likely making Eq. 4
alone a weak predictor of predator biomass. Thus, prey availability must
be incorporated to derive a scaling relationship that reliably predicts a
habitat’s capacity to support predators. Incorporating prey availability into this equation is straightforward if one focuses on the trophic
level immediately below, measured here as the standing stock
biomass of primary consumers. This also yields a theory capable of
predicting an important aspect of food web structure, that is, food
web shape or predator/prey biomass ratios. If primary consumer
productivity per unit area (Pprey) reflects energy available to predators,
then the value of c in Eq. 4 should be proportional to Pprey, which
scales with prey biomass to the power of 0.75 (15). Incorporating this
scaling into our equation (that is, replacing c by c0Bprey0.75 in Eq. 4)
gives

The availability of prey at each river, measured by the biomass per
unit area of primary consumers, was variable and unrelated to habitat
size (R2 < 0.01, F1,27 = 0.14, P = 0.72; Fig 1C). Using a subsample of
15 rivers for which auxiliary data were available, further drivers of
invertebrate secondary production, including mean annual temperature
and mean individual primary consumer body mass, were also shown to
be unrelated to habitat size (R2 = 0.13 and P = 0.18 and R2 = 0.05 and P =
0.41, respectively; fig. S1).
We observed an increase in the collective biomass per unit area of
predators (Bpred), with habitat size (H) having a power-scaling relationship consistent with the 0.25 exponent predicted by Eq. 4 [Bpred
(in grams of DM per square meter) = 1.98H0.23, F1,27 = 5.46, P =
0.027; exponent 95% CI, 0.027 to 0.42; Fig. 1D]. However, as expected,
given the variability in energy availability to the base of the food web,
the relationship was relatively weak (R2 = 0.17). Predator biomass
per unit area was positively related to prey biomass per unit area with
a scaling exponent of 0.79 (95% CI, 0.41 to 1.16), close to the expected
0.75 and with a reasonably strong relationship (R2 = 0.41, F1,27 =
18.97, P < 0.001; Fig. 1E).
When the observed three-quarter–power scaling of prey biomass
per unit area was incorporated with quarter-power scaling of habitat
size (Eq. 5), we observed stronger scaling patterns with predator
biomass per unit area (Bpred = 0.92H0.25 Bprey0.83; model R2 = 0.62;
F2,26 = 21.32; P < 0.001). Moreover, the scaling exponents for habitat
size and prey biomass per unit area (0.25 and 0.83, respectively) were
close to those expected (exponent 95% CIs, 0.12 to 0.39 and 0.52 to 1.13
for habitat size and prey biomass, respectively). Adjusted regression
plots and partial regression coefficients also illustrated the strong and
independent positive effects of both habitat size (partial R2 = 0.36)
and prey biomass per unit area (partial R2 = 0.54) on predator biomass
per unit area (Fig. 1, F and G). Akaike information criterion corrected
for small sample size (AICc) scores indicated that the two-parameter
model incorporating both habitat-size scaling and prey biomass per unit
area scaling (AICc = 1.04) for predicting predator biomass was much
better than single-parameter models with either habitat size (AICc =
21.14) or prey biomass per unit area (AICc = 11.05). Overall, these nonlinear relationships indicate that the amount of predator biomass that
can be supported by a given unit of habitat in a river scales with both the
available prey biomass and the habitat size of the river, as predicted by
Eq. 5. Consequently, a unit of habitat in a small ecosystem supported
less predator biomass than an equivalent unit of habitat in a large ecosystem with the same amount of prey biomass (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. Biomass distributions among predator and prey trophic levels in 29 grassland rivers varying in both habitat size measured by discharge (in cubic meters per
second) and the abundance of prey resources [primary consumers (in grams per square meter)]. (A and B) Individual predator sizes accounting for 50% of the
cumulative predator biomass [P50; DM] in rivers with fish (black circles) and in rivers lacking fish (open triangles). (C) Availability of prey energy at the base of the
food web at each river measured by the biomass per unit area of primary consumers (in grams of DM per square meter). (D and E) Combined biomass of predators per
unit area of stream (in grams of DM per square meter). (F) Relationship between habitat size and biomass per unit area of predators plotted with primary consumer
biomass set at its mean to illustrate the independent effect of habitat size. (G) Relationship between habitat size and biomass per unit area of predators plotted with
habitat size set at its mean to illustrate the independent effect of primary consumer biomass. The data for (F) and (G) were generated using the equation Bpred =
0.92H0.25 Bprey0.83, where Bpred is predator biomass per unit area, H is habitat size, and Bprey is primary consumer biomass per unit area. P50 predator mass was unavailable for two fishless rivers where predatory invertebrates were group-weighed.
McIntosh et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaap7523
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predators compared to small-bodied predators. Thus, because larger
habitats enable larger predators to persist (5, 9, 10, 20), all else being
equal, the total predator biomass supported in those habitats should
be greater. Moreover, because the allometry of foraging area requirements
and mass-specific metabolic rates are well defined by metabolic theory,
it was possible to derive a general theory following quarter-power
scaling predicting the specific shape of these relationships. Essentially,
this means that the effects of habitat size reduction on biodiversity loss
are made worse because of reduced capacity to support predator populations. Thus, our findings indicate that predators are disproportionately
vulnerable to habitat-size reductions or constraints, with associated
far-reaching implications for management of both large predators and
habitat loss.
Implications for trophic structure
The habitat size-related influences on body size and the associated links
with metabolic theory that we describe offer important insights into the
control of food web trophic structure. First, a biomass pyramid where
standing predator biomass is nearly as high as standing prey biomass, or
even higher as in inverted biomass pyramids, is possible through a range
of mechanisms (13). However, we show that these top-heavy trophic
structures only occurred in large habitats. In those large habitats, the
lower mass-specific metabolic costs associated with the larger size of
the predators likely make the use of prey resources more efficient
(Fig. 2). This outcome did not occur because larger habitats were more
productive; none of the main drivers of primary consumer productivity
(that is, abundance, nutrients, temperature, and body size) covaried with
stream size (Fig. 1C and figs. S1 and S2). Thus, along with other mechanisms (13), habitat size likely plays an important role in determining
precisely how top-heavy food webs can be within ecosystems.
Second, our findings also point to a mechanism that may be important in controlling the length of food chains. Combinations of three
main mechanisms for controlling food chain length have typically been
considered—(i) restrictions on energy supply, (ii) the size of ecosystems,
and (iii) disturbances that affect the reliability of food supplies to upper
trophic levels (21)—but the mechanism that might underpin any ecosystem size effect has been less clear (22). By accommodating larger
McIntosh et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaap7523
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predator body sizes, which are more energetically efficient, larger ecosystems may also allow more energy to be passed upward, thereby
lengthening food chains. Thus, the combination of large predator body
size, made possible by large habitat size, coupled with the metabolic advantages of large body size, could play a substantial role in the lengthening of food chains in large habitats.
Finally, because predators are key drivers of community structure
and function (2, 23), effects of habitat-size alterations on important ecosystem functions could also be widespread and far-reaching. Disproportionate effects of habitat modification on predators (2, 18, 19),
and theoretical and empirical work highlighting the spatial control of
trophic interactions (24), also point to there being strong links between
habitat size and food web structure. Our findings add to the weight of
evidence suggesting that contractions in habitat size could destabilize
predator-prey relationships and are also consistent with theory and observations suggesting that community stability decreases with habitat
size (4, 23, 25).
Implications for the management of rivers
Given our expectation that capacity to support predator biomass will
decline if habitat size is reduced, and will thus exacerbate the effects
of habitat loss, it is not surprising that human-driven reduction of river
flows has coincided with high rates of aquatic biodiversity loss and deleterious effects on aquatic biota, leading to a global crisis (26). Likewise,
severe reductions in habitat size associated with drying in aquatic ecosystems have the most marked effects on large organisms at higher
trophic levels (25, 27) and can be associated with thresholds that affect
population persistence (28). Moreover, the nonlinear nature of the relationships that we describe also means that there are problems with
those approaches, which predict the effects of alterations in habitat size
from extrapolations of abundance to environment relationships as typically undertaken in physical habitat modeling (29). Thus, although it
has been argued that river biota can be naturally resilient to variations in
flow (30), our study highlights the strong vulnerability of river food
webs to reductions in habitat size induced by flow reductions and issues
with the way the effects of many habitat-size reductions in rivers are
currently assessed.
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Fig. 2. Overall effect of habitat-size constraints on trophic structure. Habitat size (A), by constraining predator size (B), subsequently affects predator/prey biomass
ratios (C and D) and capacity to support predator biomass (C) per unit of prey mass (D) based on our sampling in South Island, New Zealand rivers. For habitats sampled, a
reduction in habitat size from 1.0 to 0.01 m3·s−1 [stream discharge (Q) associated with reduced width (W)] reduces predator size (for example, brown trout total length, from 248 to
51 mm) based on a back calculation of fish mass accounting for 50% of the cumulative biomass (P50) using Eq. 1 [P50 (in grams of DM) = 46.26H1.04]. Applying results for Eq. 5 (that is,
Bpred = 0.92H0.25 Bprey0.83, where Bpred is predator biomass per unit area, H is habitat size, and Bprey is primary consumer biomass per unit area, with units indicated in the diagrams)
and assuming similar resource availability across habitats [(D), 3.23 g of DM·per square meter], this reduction in predator size leads to a substantial reduction in the predator
biomass (C) being supported per unit of prey biomass.
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Habitat-size dependence of predator body mass
The scaling of capacity to support predators with habitat size also hinges
on the habitat-size dependence of predator body mass. The scaling of
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predator body mass with habitat size has been widely observed, usually
with respect to maximum predator size and when habitat is measured as
the home-range size of individuals (9, 10). For freshwater fishes, the
main top predators in our study rivers, the measured exponents of the
scaling relationships between predator size and habitat size (Eq. 1) follow
the same general relationship, although the scaling exponent has sometimes tended to be slightly less than expected (b =1) (16), possibly due to
variations in how the habitat size variable is defined (17). However, we
observed scaling of predator mass with habitat size measured by river
discharge with a relationship very close to that defined in Eq. 1, so
how habitat size is defined may not be as important as measuring a variable, such as discharge in our case, that reflects the spatial dependence of
the body size relationship.
Cross-ecosystem subsidies, physical habitat disturbance, and biogeographic constraints could also potentially influence predator body
size (22). For example, Romero et al. (5) observed more top-heavy food
webs in larger bromeliad phytotelmata habitats but found that this was
more pronounced in stable climatic conditions. We specifically only
considered relatively stable streams because disturbance can affect abundance of large predators regardless of habitat size (34). Similarly, crossecosystem prey additions from productive habitats (for example, forests)
could facilitate larger predator sizes, so we only considered grassland
streams. It is likely that large fishless streams, for example, would
support comparatively small amounts of predator biomass per unit of
prey mass because they lack the metabolic efficiencies of having large
predators. Consistent with this, Petermann et al. (20) found that the
strong effects of habitat size on trophic structure in bromeliad phytotelmata, leading to inverted biomass pyramids in large habitats, occurred
more at sites where odonates were present compared to where they were
not present. Thus, factors such as physical habitat disturbance and
cross-ecosystem subsidies have the potential to explain additional variance in these scaling relationships (5) and so are worthy of investigation.
The scaling relationships driving predator body size likely occur because habitat size affects the availability of and access to spatially distributed resources that predators need (10). For example, experimentally
halving the dimensions of streams with longitudinal fences without
altering productivity per unit area reduced the body size of predatory
fish present (34). Thus, if the area available for predators to forage efficiently is reduced, then their body size is likely to be constrained. Although rivers are open ecosystems due to longitudinal connectivity,
for fish, rivers are also bounded ecosystems because the lateral limits
of habitats they can forage in are constrained to the wetted channel. This
is likely to be particularly important for predators with indeterminate
growth such as fish, where environmental conditions have a large influence on eventual body size, and could explain why fish may not fit other
predator-prey biomass scaling relationships (15), and for predators in
other habitats (for example, African savanna) where habitat size constraints may place fewer restrictions on predator size.
Overall, our findings concur with the three-quarter–power scaling of
predator biomass with prey biomass reported by Hatton et al. (15),
supporting the fundamental primacy of bottom-up energetic constraints on predators. However, that habitat size explained substantial
additional variance in predator biomass also indicates the importance of
further factors in predator-prey biomass relationships. The disproportionate effects of habitat disruption on predator populations generally, compared to organisms at other trophic levels, (2, 18, 19), and the
steeper slopes of species area curves at high trophic levels (35), agree
with our findings and suggest that predators are generally affected by
the constraints of habitat size.
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Body size allometry of metabolism
The general applicability of the theory depends on the combination and
occurrence of two fundamental biological scaling relationships: the
body mass allometry of metabolism and the habitat-size dependence
of predator mass. The quarter-power scaling of metabolism with body
mass relationship, which underpins Eq. 2, is due to the well-known constraints on how animals operate, principally the fractal geometry of resource transport in animal bodies (31). Body size has far-reaching
influences on multiple levels of organization (6), but the effect on the
rate of energy conversion is likely to be one of the most important
(14). Our predictions are based on the assumption, encapsulated in
Eq. 2, that within-trophic–level mass-abundance scaling conforms to
a three-quarter–power exponent. These relationships are two of the fundamental tenets of the metabolic theory of ecology (14). The withintrophic–level scaling of abundance and mass from metabolic theory
(Eq. 2) applies broadly across biota (6), including freshwater fish, albeit
with variable slope (32). The emergent effect is that the metabolic
economies of scale provided by greater body mass mean that communities where larger predators predominate should be more efficient in
their energy use and trophic transfer and that communities made up of
larger predators should generally have more predator mass per unit of
prey mass than those with smaller predator body sizes.
Because the scaling relationship in Eq. 1 depends on the body size of
predators generally, not just on the body size of the largest predator in a
habitat, how the body size of the predator biomass was assessed is important. We expect that the trophic efficiencies of lower metabolic rates
per unit of predator mass will only accrue if the body size of the collective mass of predators present generally increases with habitat size, so
measures such as P50 are most appropriate. Equation 5 does not account
for variation in temperature across habitats of different size; however,
this could be achieved through the incorporation of a Boltzman activation constant into Eqs. 1 to 5 (14). It might also be argued that real prey
production may differ from the three-quarter–power scaling of standing stock biomass assumed in Eq. 5. However, if factors affecting
productivity (for example, nutrient availability or temperature) are relatively consistent across the habitat size gradient or can be accounted for
analytically, then the scaling of standing primary consumer biomass is a
reliable measure of the energy from both autotrophic and heterotrophic
energy pathways available to predators.
We treat all consumers at trophic levels above primary consumers as
one guild of “predators,” when, in most food webs, there are consumers
that feed at multiple trophic levels above primary consumers (33). There
are two reasons, connected to the jointly interacting bottom-up and topdown forces affecting food webs, for aggregating predators into one predator trophic level or guild. First, from a bottom-up perspective and
assuming that allochthonous subsidies to organisms above primary consumers are minimal, the amount of energy available from primary consumers should be able to support all consumers at higher trophic levels
(13). Second, and from a top-down perspective, it is quite possible that
reduced predator size associated with habitat-size constraints will release
lower-level predators from top-down control (see the Supplementary
Materials and fig. S3). That will affect the distribution of biomass among
predator sizes and trophic levels (inside the bottom-up constraint), so
rather than making assumptions about which trophic level any topdown effect might influence, we grouped all predators into one guild.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design
We assessed empirical support for our predictions using measurements
assembled from 29 rivers in New Zealand using studies by our research
group, where invertebrate and fish biomass per unit area had been
measured during summer with Surber sampling and electrofishing, respectively (21, 36). Study reaches were chosen to reflect typical conditions
on independent first- to fourth-order streams and rivers in the Waimakariri and Rakaia river catchments, South Island, New Zealand. To minimize potential for variations in either availability of allochthonous
subsidies or habitat disturbance to influence our comparison, we only
considered streams in grassland locations and those with single channels
that had not been recently flooded, and we avoided flood-prone braided
rivers (table S1 and Supplementary Materials).

Invertebrate and fish sampling
Invertebrates were sampled from five random locations in 25- to 35-mlong study reaches with Surber samplers (0.0625 m2, 250- or 300-mm
mesh) and preserved in 70% ethanol. Preserved samples were sorted
under a dissecting microscope, followed by enumeration and identification with appropriate keys (37). DM was calculated (not including
cases and shells) either directly in bulk (36) or using length-weight
regression based on representative samples of individuals (21).
Fish were sampled with three-pass electrofishing within stop-netted
areas encompassing the dimensions of the study reach [see (34)]. The
length of reaches sampled reflects areas that were logistically feasible to
sample with electrofishing over the range of stream discharges considered and that were appropriate for sampling the range of predator
types in these rivers. In four rivers where large fish [rainbow trout
(>300 mm fork length)] were present, the fish were captured in a
separate electrofishing operation within a larger reach size specifically
targeting them; this larger sample area was used in the calculation of
large-fish abundance. Fish DM was calculated using length-weight regression of fish captured (38) and summed to quantify fish biomass.
Statistical analysis
We classified predators as everything that was not a primary consumer
using diet information (21). This meant that all invertebrates known to
consume animal prey (predatory invertebrates) and all fish were
classified as predators. All other invertebrates were classified as primary
consumers (that is, taxa gaining most of their energy from algae,
McIntosh et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaap7523
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/4/7/eaap7523/DC1
Section S1. Drivers of secondary production
Section S2. Intermediate predators
Fig. S1. Variation in major drivers of secondary production.
Fig. S2. Variation in stream water–specific conductivity in relation to discharge from 15 rivers
in the Waimakariri and Rakaia river catchments, New Zealand.
Fig. S3. Patterns in abundance of predatory invertebrates.
Table S1. Location (New Zealand map grid) and habitat size (measured in terms of discharge
and stream order) of sites sampled from the Waimakariri and Rakaia river catchments of the
South Island, New Zealand to provide information on predator and prey abundance, together
with the source of the data.
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